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WEBSITE



Tell Customer Who and Where You Are. Having an 
active website is important even for small, local businesses. 



REACH ALL CORNERS OF THE WORLD



AROUND-THE-CLOCK ACCESS



INSTANT COMMUNICATION



COST SAVINGS



ATTRACT NEW CUSTOMERS.



IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE



Customer 
convenience.



LOW 
MAINTENANCE



Know Your Customers





A Website that generally 
share information over 
internet, a website is 
simply meant to showcase 
about yourself, your 
services, expertise etc but 
did not have any online 
option to sell same.



Corporate 
Website

Portfolio 
Website

Consulting 
Website

Any small and 
medium 
business

Doctors 
Website

Website for 
clinic, schools, 

etc

Website for 
fashion

Membership 
websites

Photography 
websites









WHAT IS 
E-COMMERCE?

E-Commerce, is simply the sale 

and purchase of services and 

goods over an Internet. It also 

involves transferring data and 

funds between two or more 

parties.



Ecommerce 
Templates

Shopping Cart

Most powerful 
Checkout  
process

Lots of 
payment 

processors



Up-sell 
Option

Sell from 
any where

Add Offers 



CRM
Email marketing 

tools to 
integrate









WEBSITE 

FEATURES



A Logical 
Roadmap

Crucial 
Business 

Information

Contact 
Information

Clear 
Navigation

Security

Social Media 
Integration

A Mobile-
Ready Version

FAQ Good Hosting
Payment 
Gateway 

10 ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF EVERY GOOD 

BUSINESS WEBSITE



A LOGICAL ROADMAP



CRUCIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION





CLEAR 
NAVIGATION







MOBILE 
READY 

VERSION





GOOD 
HOSTING





•Ability to zoom in /click to enlarge images

PRODUCT IMAGES 



Multiple 
view 

options for 
a product.  

PRODUCT 
IMAGES 



Options like colours etc. for each product.

PRODUCT IMAGES 



SOLUTIONS



A type of industry where 
the buying and selling of 
products or services is 
conducted over electronic 
systems such as the 
Internet. 



•Multiplies Revenue overnight/  Increases profit margins

WHY DO YOU NEED ECOMMERCE?



STORE OPEN 24/7



SPEEDY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 



•Custom e-commerce 
works well for both B2B 
and B2C websites.



E-COMMERCE IS APPLICABLE FOR ALL 

TYPES OF BUSINESSES.



Product 
Selection

Shipping 
options

Secure 
payment 
options

In case of 
products(out of 

stock) not 
available, users 

must be 
informed when 

they are 
available

MAJOR E-COMMERCE FUNCTIONS



WHAT IS A 
SHOPPING CART?

• The shopping cart acts as 
the user-interface for the 
customer to shop. 



TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL 

E-COMMERCE WEBSITE



• Convenience
Navigation Bar/Bread Crumbs.



Popularity  |  Discount  | Price   |   Latest
Allow to Sort



Categories  |   Brands  |    Offer  |     Discount    |  Price   |   Color

REFINING OPTION



Tiny bit of Information  |    Description  |  Sizes/Color/Options

PROVIDE DETAILS



KEEP SEARCH BAR 

IN AN EASY REACH



REGULAR PROMOTIONS



BEST BUY OFFERS IN HOME PAGE



• Increases sales

• Draws attention to the products and services you offer.

• Stock moving

Emails, Social Media





• “Promote” in convincing fashion.



•Videos can make visitors cling to the website

VIDEOS

Lipton_Ice_Tea_India_VO_Ashwin_Mushran_-_YouTube.mp4
Lipton_Ice_Tea_India_VO_Ashwin_Mushran_-_YouTube.mp4


Help UP-Sell



•Earn Points that can be redeemed for future 
purchases.

LOYALTY PROGRAMS/ VOUCHERS, COUPONS



Feedback/comments Questions
Service/Informat

ion 
Request

CONTACT FORM



POP-UP SCREEN TO DOWNLOAD THE 
PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS



ONLINE INSTANT CHAT BOX TO 
INTERACT WITH THE VISITORS.



-Order 
Confirmation 

details

-Reassure that 
they have 
selected 
Properly.

GIVE ALL ORDER 
DETAILS ASAP



•Confirmation Email

REASSURE WITH MAIL



Accept credit 
cards

Accept debit 
cards

Accept PayPal 
Accept checks 
/money orders

Redeem 
coupons

Loyalty 
discounts/bonus

First time buyer 
discount.

Demand Drafts Cash on Delivery Wire Transfers

CHECKOUT



PayPal
Net 

banking
Credit 
cards

Debit 
card

SECURE PAYMENT OPTIONS



Why Payment gateway?

-Enables process 
transactions online 

over internet.

Payment Gateway 
(Easy Transfer)



TWO TYPES OF PAYMENT GATEWAY

Third party
Bank Offers 

software



PAYMENT GATEWAY WORKS



Other Payment Gateways 

Payment gateway set up from payment gateway 
providers like banks & other third party providers .



Please make sure it supports 
your products & services.

Points to consider before 
choosing a provider:



Accepts foreign countries bank issued 
debit/credit  cards 

POINTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE 
CHOOSING A PROVIDER:



Also make sure it  accepts  all major 
acquirers like visa/ MasterCard / AmEx

POINTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE 
CHOOSING A PROVIDER



4. Charges : initial setup fee, every transaction 
fee, maintenance/ annual fee.
Please note every service provider offer different  
packages; the charges are negotiable based on 
your business transactions.

POINTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE 
CHOOSING A PROVIDER:



•Delivers the order to the 
payment gateway.

After “Checkout”?? 



• Offshore 
Bank Account
• Offshore 
Company

YOU CAN 
ALSO SETUP 



Courier Services

Indian Postal 

FedEx 

Airmail

Registered Airmail

DHL

EMS



ALLOW YOUR CUSTOMERS TO CHOOSE THEIR 
CONVENIENT SHIPPING FORM  



Personalised 
email or auto 

responder 
messages.

Free gift wrap. Email newsletter Blogs

Privacy statement 
Assurance of 
secure online 

payment 

Insurance for the 
shipment





HOME PAGE



The home page of a website is the opening page, usually 

located at your main website URL. Its goals are usually to:

Welcome 
visitors

Help them 
realize they’re in 

the right place

Immediately 
make it clear 
what you do

Guide visitors 
further into the 

website







Keep in mind that the home page is not 
always the first page that visitors land on 
when they enter your website (especially if 
you have a smart education-based 
marketing and SEO strategy). 



So every page on your website should 
lead visitors to learn more about you 

and take action, not just the home page.



The logo section of the website will commonly be the space for identifying 

the website brand. While personal blogs and other non-brand-driven 

websites may only include the name of the website here, this spot is the 

first point of call for establishing a brand on the website. This image or text 

is often linked to the website main page, often known as “home”.

WEBSITE LOGO





SLIDER

A slider on a website is a changing content area with 
different “slides” of visuals or information. The slides may 
include a large image and they may also include text and 

buttons overlaid on top.





HEADER

The header of a website is the consistent area at 
the top of the site that includes the logo and 

navigation menu.





Header contains:

Logo
Navigation 

Menu
Tagline

Phone 
Number

Address



Header contains:

Search Box Buttons
Social Media 

icons

Login or 

My Account link
Opt-in Box



NAVIGATION 

MENU

The navigation is part of 
the header and includes 

the links that take 
visitors to other parts of 

your website.





SIDEBAR

A sidebar can include an opt-in, call to action, links to other parts 

of the website, links to popular or recent blog posts, 

advertisements, social media links, or a brief “About” paragraph 

for context.





CALL TO ACTION

A call to action (“CTA”) is the part 

of a website that incites visitors to 

take action. It usually involves an 

attention-grabbing headline, a 

sentence or paragraph about the 

benefits of taking the action, and 

a button or opt-in box.



CALL TO ACTION

A call to action (sometimes 

abbreviated CTA) is a word, 

phrase, button, or image that 

asks a website visitor to take a 

specific action. It is simply a 

website element asking your 

visitors to do something.





CTA 
Leads to 
this page!



Some of those possible next steps that make a great CTA:

Call us 
today

Contact us 
now

Schedule a 
consultation

Sign up for 
our webinar

Register 
now

Schedule a 
tour

Book a free 
session



POSTS AND “FEED” CONTENT

A handy way to get visitors to your website 
engaging with the content on your website is by 

offering a “feed” of content.



This, like a slideshow of recommended products or, in this 
case, the latest blog posts, serves to pique the visitor’s 
interest and guide them to completing website goals (in 

the case of the dummy website, reading a blog post).





INTERNAL LINKS

Internal links are useful for creating an ideal flow through your website. 
In the example, the link takes users to the blog page, where they can 

peruse the full list of blog posts and find something that interests them 
and effectively completing a website goal. 





FORMS

Forms are ideal ways of gathering information from your visitors. 
Contact forms are very common, and work to get the name and a means 
of contacting visitors at the very least. Sign-up forms, application forms, 

shipping information forms, and the like are other examples of how 
forms are used on websites.





BUTTONS

As CTAs, prompts to complete an interaction like a form, or simply as a link to 

another part of your website (menus use this often) buttons are handy interactive 

parts of your website that prompt engagement. Unique styling to these parts of 

the website can be helpful in brand building, highlighting the CTA related, and 

guiding the visitor’s eye to a particular piece of information.





FOOTER
The footer is the round-up of the website. Typically the footer 

will contain important links on the website, or, sometimes, links 

to all of the pages of the website. 





A copyright and date stamp is common, to protect 

the information on your website and let visitors 

know when your website was last updated.





SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS



Social media links are a popular addition to most 

websites. While the example show the links in the 

footer, social media links can be displayed on any 

part of the website. 



If a visitor likes your website, wants to get updates 

from your website via social media, or simply prefers 

getting in contact via social media, these links will 

prompt further engagement with your website.





A favicon, also known as a shortcut icon, website icon, 

tab icon, URL icon, A small icon associated with a 

particular website or web page.





CLOUD BASED ECOMMERCE PLATFORM

INTERNET BUSINESS IDEA 4/100



E-COMMERCE KEY SUCCESS FACTORS



STOREFRONT

PROFESSIONAL DESIGNS
Awesome look and feel.
Easy navigation, filtering and refining 
options .



MOBILE COMMERCE 

READY

Your online store includes a built-
in mobile commerce shopping 
cart. Your customers can browse 
and buy from your store using any 
mobile phone or tablet.



WORK WITH EXPERTS

The platform come with expert team for 
support and training



COMPLETE 
ACCESS

You have full access 

to your store, making 

it easy to customize 

every aspect of your 

website.



FULL BLOGGING 
PLATFORM

Publish and categorize articles, 
create look books, encourage 
discussion, and moderate 
comments on your blog.



BRAND AND CUSTOMIZE YOUR ONLINE STORE

Your own intuitive settings so you can quickly 

and easily customize every facet of your 

storefront.



YOUR OWN DOMAIN NAME

Use your own domain name, or purchase 
one through our E commerce Platform.



CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

Special features created to help boost conversion by giving your 
customers engaging, interactive experiences designed to help 
them make informed decisions without ever leaving your site.



A VISUALLY ENGAGING EXPERIENCE

Interactive product views and swatches make online 
shoppers more confident of their purchase decisions.



READY TO START 

END-TO-END 

E-COMMERCE PLATFORM



PLATFORM 
GENERAL 
FEATURES 



Free Custom Domain

www.yourname.com



Number of Products 

unique SKU



Number of Images



Products Add-On



Free Latest Updates 

and Upgrade



Blogs & Comments



Advanced sort & 

search



POS Management System -

Accept Offline Order over 

the phone



Email:

yourname@yourdoma

inname.com



Cloud Hosting



Easy & Innovative 
Navigation.



Static pages (CMS) 
about us, terms and 
condition etc.



Website Hit Counter.



Product Hit counter



Ranging Price



QR Code generation



Content Management 
System



COMPONENTS



BLOG



CURRENCY



TAXES



ADVERTISEMENTS



ADVERTISEMENT 

REGISTRATION



SOCIAL NETWORK



PRE-ORDER



ASK PRODUCT



BRAND 

AMBASSADORS



COUPONS



IMAGE GALLERY



MY PICKUP 

ADDRESS





BULK UPLOAD PRODUCT



BULK UPLOAD IMAGES



EXPORT EXCEL



BULK STOCK UPDATED



PRODUCTS



ADD PRODUCT
ADD PRODUCT 
WITH WIZARD

QUICK ADD 
PRODUCT



MANAGE 
PRODUCT

DELETE 
PRODUCT



LIST LIVE 
PRODUCT

LIST OFFLINE 
PRODUCT



MISSING IMAGE 
WITH LIVE 
PRODUCT

MISSING IMAGE



SEARCH 
PRODUCT

SEARCH BY 
FILTER

QUICK ADD 
WITH 

VARIATION





MENU 

META
(On Page)



DEFAULT 

MENU



STATIC 

PAGES



SITE 

MAP



INVENTORY 

MANAGEMENT



Manage your entire inventory. 



Track stock counts, and automatically stop selling 

products when inventory runs out.





DIGITAL PRODUCTS

Customers can order and download your 
digital products right from your online store.



IMPORT/ EXPORT

Import or export your products using CSV 
files, or one of our importer/exporter apps.



PAYMENT GATEWAY



MULTIPLE CURRENCY 

SUPPORT



PAYMENT GATEWAY 

INTEGRATION



SIMPLIFIED TAX 

CALCULATION AND 

ADDITION



DUAL 

INVOICING



CREDIT CARD/ 

NET BANKING



DEBIT CARD



INTERNATIONAL 

PAYMENTS 

ACCEPTABLE



PRE-INTEGRATED 

LOGISTICS SUPPORT 

WITH PRICE 

COMPARISON
(FEDEX, BLUE DART, 

ARAMEX, GATI, 

DELHIVERY,ETC.)



SHIPPING DETAILS



SHIPPING/TRACKING MANAGEMENT FOR ORDERS



VOID SHIPPING AFTER X AMOUNT



DEFAULT SHIPPING CHARGE ON CART



ORDER MANIFEST GENERATION AND PRINTING



3RD PARTY VALUE 
ADDED SERVICES

Gifting options with out 

revealing address



PRODUCT REVIEWS
Engage your customers and encourage sales with the 
option to leave SEO-friendly product reviews on your 

website.



EMAIL MARKETING

Notify your customers of upcoming sales or new 
products with the Mail Chimp email marketing app.



SELL ON 
FACEBOOK
• Your Face book fans 

can browse your 
products and make a 
purchase without 
leaving Face book.



By tracking customers' social participation and 
behaviour, you can further segment them to 
create marketing messages tailored to their 
individual needs and desires.

GET SOCIAL WITH YOUR SHOPPERS



TRACK
• Track social behaviours such as "likes" and "follows", 

as well as browsing/ shopping behaviour within your 
store.



SEGMENT
• Identify and refine user profiles so they can 

be placed into actionable customer 
segments.



REWARD
• Show shoppers relevant e-spots and/or reward them 

with unique discounts, offers and other incentives.



DRIVE TRAFFIC

Motivate customers to 
shop at your store with 
special offers, products 

and incentives.



EMAIL INTEGRATION

OPT-IN EMAIL 
LIST

DOUBLE OPT-
IN EMAIL LIST

TRIGGER 
EMAIL LIST



SMS GATEWAY

NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL 

SMS
TRIGGER SMS



DISCOUNTS & PROMOTIONS

Quickly and easily create a wide array of 
discounts, promotions and other purchase 

incentives for your customers.



VERSATILE INCENTIVE 
OPTIONS

Product Level
Discounts are applied to 
individual products or 
bundles (ex. Buy one jacket 
at full price, get the second 
for $75).



ORDER LEVEL
Discounts/offers can be 
applied to items currently in 
the shopping cart (ex. 10% off 
entire order)



SHIPPING PROMOTIONS
Discount is applied to shipping cost 

(ex. Free shipping today only).



PROMOTION CODE
Single-use code is typed in during checkout for a 

set discount



Virtual Coupons
Exclusive single-use discounts are 

stored in customers' coupon wallet to 
be used whenever they choose



PLATFORM INTELLIGENCE 
MANAGERIt is an all in One Web Analytics and Feedback tool that helps website 

owners understands what your Visitors do and how they interact 

with your pages. 



I.M. FUNCTIONALITIES



MOBILE 
COMMERCE

Deliver experiences optimized for mobile 
devices with responsive web design. Starter 

store pages will dynamically sense and 
adapt to the shopper device type to provide 

an optimized experience without any 
additional coding on your part.



Shopping cart and 

checkout flows work 

quickly and 

efficiently when 

shopping on mobile 

devices

EFFICIENT 
CHECKOUT 

FLOWS



LANDING PAGE



WHAT IS A LANDING PAGE?

A landing page is a standalone web page, created 
specifically for a marketing or advertising campaign. 

Landing pages are designed with a single focus or 
goal, known as a call to action.















Landing pages are designed with 

a single focus or goal, known as a 

“call-to-action” (or CTA, for short).





We use the term “landing page” to 
describe a campaign-specific page with 

just one single call to action and no 
website navigation.



THE KEY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

A HOMEPAGE AND A LANDING PAGE



Landing pages are designed with a single focus or goal 
i.e., marketing. Home page is mainly to attract or build 

a credibility in customers.



2 TYPES OF LANDING PAGES

Lead 
Generation 

Landing 
Pages

Clickthrough 
Landing Pages

1

2





WHAT ARE FUNNELS?

A conversion funnel, also known as a sales or 
marketing funnel, describes the process you create to 

attract potential buyers to your website and guide them 
to take actions like signing up, buying your products and 

services etc.



FUNNELS ARE MAINLY FOR SALES

Attract potential buyers to your website and 
guide them to take some desired action.



FUNNEL PROCESS

The actions can range from signing up for your 
email list to buying your products and services.



WHY PEOPLE USE FUNNELS

For Conversion  and Lead generation

When someone on your website to do sign up, make 

a purchase, fill out a form etc.





FUNNEL CONVERSION PROCESS

•Create 
awareness for 
your products 
and services

•Build interest in 
what you have to 

offer

•Increase desire 
by educating 

them on how you 
can help solve 
their problem

•Take the desired 
action for their 

stage of the 
buying process







THE KEY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

A LANDING PAGE AND A FUNNEL



While a landing page is a single web page with only 
one specific CTA, a sales funnel on the other hand is 
made up of many web pages that directs a customer 
towards his final sales decision. Funnels includes up-

selling options as well.



Landing page is the web page where the users lands, 
which is the first touchpoint of the user on your website. 

Funnel is the user journey.



For example, your user came directly to a page xyz. com /1 and 
from there he/she clicked on a button and moved to xyz

.com/1/2 and then he/she clicked on some button and then 
moved to xyz. com/1/2/thank you



Now here landing page is xyz. com/1
and the funnel is the visualization of the user journey till 

the /thank you page



HOW YOU CAN BUILD A WEBSITE USING ADM WEBSITE 
BUILDER



WEBSITE BUILDER FEATURES



ADM WEBSITE BUILDER



https://adm.qa/

https://adm.qa/




•www.digimentors.qa

http://www.digimentors.qa/




https://onlinejobworkfromhome.com/

https://onlinejobworkfromhome.com/




•https://privatebeta.website/

https://privatebeta.website/




https://admsip.com/

https://admsip.com/




•https://webmining.website/

https://webmining.website/




https://onlineshoppingmall.qa/

https://onlineshoppingmall.qa/




https://consultingwithaccountability.com/

https://consultingwithaccountability.com/




https://admwebsiteflipping.com/

https://admwebsiteflipping.com/




Get Fully Functional Website
In 5 Minutes With AIDA
(AIDA - ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DESIGN ASSISTANCE)



No coding or design skills needed. AIDA builds a personalized, mobile-
friendly website, funnels, e-commerce stores in minutes.



Build
Websites

Without  coding!

Funnels 

E-Commerce 

Landing Page 



DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LANDING PAGE AND 
FUNNEL

While a landing page is a single

web page with only one specific CTA,

a sales funnel on the other hand is

made up of many web pages that

directs a customer towards his final

sales decision. Funnels includes up-

selling options as well.



One of the main feature of ADM Website 
builder is “No Coding” 



Majority are using technically educated people 

to create website, even though they are 

expensive they have to pay huge amount for a 

single website. Also they have to approach with 

the designer for each updation on the website 

again and again.









ADM WEBSITE MAIN FEATURES













What is A/B Testing

AB testing is essentially an experiment where two or more variants

of a page are shown to users at random, and statistical analysis is

used to determine which variation performs better for a given

conversion goal.

.











WHAT IS PHYSICAL PRODUCTS?

A tangible product is 

a physical object that can be 

perceived by touch such as a 

building, vehicle, or gadget. 

Most goods are 

tangible products.





WHAT IS DIGITAL PRODUCTS?
Digital goods or e-goods are 

intangible goods that exist in 

digital form. Examples include 

this blogs, article, digital 

media such as e-books, 

downloadable music, videos 

etc.





SERVICE AS A PRODUCT
Services are effective and 

profitable, however, there is 

always need for tangible, often 

sophisticated goods. This may 

be in form of equipment or 

facility. 







MEMBERSHIP AS A PRODUCT
A membership website is a set

of pages with protected content

that require a user to login to

access. A membership site will

often house content that is

available to only those individuals

who have paid a membership fee.





















Customer signup
Remarketing/ 
Retargeting

Customer 
Purchase

Do Email 
Campaigns

You will get 
whole details of 

the customer

You can 
communicate 

with them













DO IT YOURSELF DO IT FOR MEDO IT WITH ME



DO IT YOURSELF COMES WITH MONTLY 
AND YEARLY PACKAGES



MONTLY PACKAGES



Storage is the amount of data you can store on the web server.

What is storage

A website's bandwidth is a measurement of the amount of data a website uses 
during a specific time period. Bandwidth can be affected by the amount of traffic 
to a website and the number of resources a website has.

What is bandwidth

A Contributor can only write and edit website under their own name but not 
publish them. 

What is contributor



Business package supports up to 200 website members, 

personal package only support 25 website members. 

So it will be better to promote business and growth package



YEARLY PACKAGES



DO IT WITH ME COMES WITH YEARLY 
PACKAGE





DO IT FOR ME COMES WITH YEARLY 
PACKAGE





HOW TO BUILD WEBSITE- STEPS



WHAT KIND OF WEBSITES YOU CAN BUILD 
USING ADM WEBSITE BUILDER?



https://adm.qa/

https://adm.qa/


•https://onlinejobworkfromhome.com/

ANY BUSINESS RELATED WEBSITES

https://onlinejobworkfromhome.com/


•www.digimentors.qa

http://www.digimentors.qa/


•https://privatebeta.website/

https://privatebeta.website/


•https://webmining.website/

https://webmining.website/


https://consultingwithaccountability.com/

https://consultingwithaccountability.com/


https://admsip.com/

https://admsip.com/


https://onlineshoppingmall.qa/

https://onlineshoppingmall.qa/


https://admwebsiteflipping.com/

https://admwebsiteflipping.com/


Get Fully Functional Website
In 5 Minutes With AIDA
(AIDA - ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE DESIGN ASSISTANCE)



WEBSITES RELATED TO ART 



Fashion Related



•MEMBERSHIP TYPE



•Personal Websites/portfolio sites



PHOTOGRAPHY



REAL 
ESTATE



RESTAURANT



SCHOOL 
WEBSITES



SERVICES SELLING WEBSITES





Examples



















HOW TO BUILD A WEBSITE
Without having any knowledge in 

coding



Go to
www.admwebsitebuilder.com





Register and Login



CHOOSE A TEMPLATE



ENTER THE DASHBOARD



JUST DRAG AND DROP IT



You can create website as well as funnels



To add any widgets just drag and drop it to the appropriate 
place



Select store option to add products



Handle CRM



Create booking 



You can integrate many applications in a few 
clicks







ADM AFFILIATE PROGRAM







If you have 30 customers 
with personal package

30*$18= $540

Affiliate commission will be  
30% of $540

Your recurring commission 
will be = $162

Next month you  try to add 
another 30 website

Your recurring commission 
will be = $324

Think about affiliate 
commission for the next 

one year

$1944

Example1:
30% 
Recurring 
Affiliate 
commission



If you have 10 customers 
with annual subscription of 

Do it with me 
package($999) 

(10*$999)*12=$119880

Your affiliate commission 
will be 30% of $119880

Your annual affiliate 
commission will be 

$35964

Example 2:
Annual 
Subscription 





FAQ’s AFFILIATE PROGRAM





WEBSITE FLIPPING



HOW TO BUY A WEBSITE 

Go to 
https://admwebsiteflipping.com





Click on buy website 



Select the website



Click on buy now



HOW TO SELL A WEBSITE



Choose any option



Fill out the form






